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Catastrophe and Hope: The Politics of 
^The Ancient Capital77 and 
The City Where the Blood-Red Bat Descended
Chaoyang Liao
The nation is not something alien to me, 
rather a part of myself that returns to me 
in the nature of others. (Bauer 1996: 63)
In the simple identifying judgment, the 
pragmatist, nature-controlling element 
already joins with a utopian element. “A” is 
to be what it is not yet. Such hope is 
contradictorily tied to the breaks in the 
form of predicative identity. (Adorno 1973: 
149f)
In “New Nationalism, or Old?，” Zhao Gang proposes the 
“democratic nation” as an alternative political paradigm 
surpassing that of some “old” varieties of nationalism claimed by 
him to be rampant among reactionary intellectuals in 
contemporary Taiwan (Zhao 1996).* This is an interesting move 
indicative of an attempt to bring new possibilities to the 
overwhelmingly anti-nationalist (or "post-national") discourse of 
cultural criticism in Taiwan and to dialogically engage with more 
“nativist” positions. Unfortunately， this underdeveloped 
formulation has not been very effective in mapping out the finer 
points of democratic nationhood, and it remains unclear how the 
new paradigm is going to rid itself of problems that are said to 
have plagued all “old” forms of nationalism. In fact，Zhao’s article 
is squarely positioned within a modernist insistence on universal 
rationality (explicitly pitted against the postmodern “politics of
* All translations from Chinese and Japanese are mine. Work on 
this paper has been supported by a research grant from the National 
Science Council, Taiwan (NSC87-2411-H002-037).







difference"; see Zhao 1996: 63). Although the final appeal is to 
“ radical democracy,” the article explicitly opposes the 
“narcissistic and quasi-religious glorifications” of nationalism to 
ua society of plural identities and the rational development of a 
politics of favors" (61). Obviously, this polarization presupposes 
the privileging of “universalist dialogue and normative language” 
over particularity and difference: although bearers of particularity 
and difference will be respected as equal participants in the 
proposed democracy, it is still more important to maintain a 
rational order to guarantee unbiased “dialogue” and to prevent 
any instance of particularity from the all too easy fall into 
voodooism (64f).
The crux of the matter, then, lies in the difficult search for a 
balanced articulation between universality and particularity. In 
theory, Zhao upholds the postmodern call for a more pluralistic 
acceptance of alterity; in practice, he is haunted by the 
catastrophic consequences of nationalist excesses, and 
elaborates a position which nominally resembles that of "nations 
without nationalism” （Kristeva 1993) but is hardened by a 
conception of particularistic claims as antagonistically related to 
symbolic egalitarianism and consequently subversive and 
dangerous. This heimlich regimentation of the unheimlich in 
particularity not only belies Kristeva’s insight that “the instability 
of the opposition between the inside and the outside, between 
interiority and exteriority, is unheimlich par excellence'' (Ziarek 
1995: para. 21), but precludes any real engagement with 
Hannah Arendt’s suggestion that affectivity be reintroduced into 
the rationalized political realm (Arendt 1982).
The following discussion will attempt to rethink the whole 
problematic through a more balanced working through of 
postmodern difference, not as the possible enemy of 
universalizing modernity but as its hopeful radicalization. First I 
will propose an account of postmodern subjectivity not as a 
source of social or political catastrophe but as a place of hope in 
the construction of democratic nationhood， a “radicalizing” 
corrective to the modernizing tendencies of universalism. Then I 
will discuss two literary works, the novella Gudu [The ancient 
capital] by Zhu Tianxin (1997: 151-233) and the novel Xuese 
bianfu jianglin de chnegshi [The city where the blood-red bat 
descended] by Song Zelai (1996). Zhu and Song come from
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very different ethnic backgrounds and are usually placed on 
diametrically opposed ends of Taiwan's political spectrum, but 
both confront fin de siecle Taiwan as a place of possible (and 
real) catastrophe, and both, in different ways and without 
abandoning the modernist project of democracy, find hope in a 
“radical,” therefore also catastrophic， return to affectivity through 
the renewal of cultural heritage. Guided by such literary 
assessments of the status of cultural identity and placing them in 
the context of an ongoing nation-building project in Taiwan, we 
may be in a better position to see how Zhao Gang's sketchy 
proposal for a radically democratic nation may be further 
developed. Most importantly, we will see that, in the final 
analysis, catastrophe in the real world is Janus-faced: it is 
associated with human suffering when it stands for the 
continuation of the heimlich, emerging out of the cumulative 
outcome of the suppression and regimentation of the 
unheimlich, but it is liberating and constructive when it 
expresses a need to disrupt the status quo and to bring about 
the return of the unheimlich. It is precisely this second estimation 
which would enable us to seek hope in the place of catastrophe; 
in many ways, catastrophic discourse is a discourse of hope 
aiming to shape the historical imaginary by illuminating the non- 
catastrophic path leading up to catastrophe. Zhao Gang's anti­
nationalism is merely one way to conduct such a discourse.
Postmodern Subjectivity and the Nation
By now we are all fam iliar with the thesis that the 
“decentering of the subject” is a major theme of postmodernity_ 
As early as 1963, the arrival of a “new aesthetic” was already 
attracting attention: llMan is no longer to be the measure of all 
things, the center of the universe. He has been measured and 
found to be an undistinguished bit of matter different in no 
essential way from bacteria, stones, and trees'1 (Meyer 1963: 
186). The point of this new position is to allow artists to return to 
Hthe native and primitive enjoyment of sensations and things for 
their own sakes" (175). With the rise of poststructuralism, the 
aesthetically defined (and therefore by and large depoliticized) 
decentering of the earlier phase deepens into a general 
“incredulity toward metanarratives，” an insistent demand that all
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imaginary fictions should also be subjected to decentering. 
National and nationalist sentiments, being closely tied to 
(invented) symbolic constructions and the will to exclusionary 
state power, became favorite targets of such debunking. As a 
recent study of Bosnia expresses it,
inscribing the boundaries that make the installation of the 
nationalist imaginary possible requires the expulsion from the 
resultant “domestic” space of all that comes to be regarded as 
alien, foreign, and dangerous. The nationalist imaginary thus 
demands a violent relationship with the other. (Campbell 1998: 
13)
The problem with such a “politics of difference” is that, as has 
often been pointed out, it usually fails to explain how the 
particularity of the excluded “other” is going to maintain itself in 
difference and at the same time engage in legitimate political 
struggle. When the resistance of the “other” is appealed to and 
political agency is ascribed, there is always the implication that 
the other, as subject, has claimed a location in the real and is no 
longer decentered. That is why Zhao Gang, after acknowledging 
the usefulness of “postmodern sensitivities” in the fight against 
modernist rationality and nationalism, immediately qualifies such 
"aesthetic liberation on the individual level" with complementary 
values from universalist “critical discourses” （Zhao 1996: 63f).
What is usually missed by textbook accounts is, of course, 
the fact that debates on such maters have also led to a “return of 
the subject" in the late 1980s, by which the subject is given back 
a degree of micropolitical agency and charged with the waging 
of guerrilla warfare against grand narratives (see Bertens 1995: 
100f)_ This “return，” indeed， is only the beginning. By the 1990s, 
Ernesto Laclau is referring to “the death of the death of the 
subject,” made possible by the emergence of a finite subject 
confronted by “something constitutively alien” （Laclau 1996: 21); 
Hal Foster is suggesting a ^return of the real" in full recognition 
of the depth of the subject as lack (Foster 1995; see also Liao 
1997); and Taussig is reminding us of the need to investigate 
what lies behind postmodern “constructivism,” to ti/rn “the 
beginnings of knowledge” into “actual knowing”： “ If life is 
constructed, how come it appears so immutable? How come
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culture appears so natural?" (Taussig 1993: xvi) Such new 
soundings suggest that a closer look at depth as the uncanny 
dimension of the real may point us to effective ways to 
recalibrate modernist appeals to universality so that due weight 
may be given to postmodern concerns while the particular and 
the universal may engage with each other in solidarity. Without 
an account of how this engagement is going to come about, the 
^democratic nation" will never be accessible to theory as a real 
possibility.
This is not the place to pursue a detailed discussion of 
Zhao's critique of nationalism or a full consideration of radical 
democracy. But one revealing instance of discursive blindness 
may be cited from Zhao’s critique to accentuate the importance 
of introducing the parallel dimension of the uncanny or the 
“alien” into the otherwise untroubled rationalizing discourse of 
radical democracy. This is the place where Zhao charges one of 
his “nationalist” opponents of misreading Benedict Anderson’s 
Imagined Communities, but himself misrepresents Anderson in 
more than one way. For example, although Anderson repeatedly 
distances himself from those who insist on the ^near- 
pathological character of nationalism," and feels compelled to 
remind us that ^nations inspire love, and often profoundly self- 
sacrificing love" (Anderson 1991: 141; see also 6, 161, and the 
critique of Ziarek 1995: para. 14f), Zhao represents him as 
simply another zealous denouncer of nationalism. In fact, 
Anderson is given the choice of either denouncing or celebrating 
“right-wing nationalism，’’ with no room left for any non-monolithic 
understanding of the issues (see Zhao 1996: 30). Again, in his 
preface to the second edition of the book, Anderson refers to the 
“armed conflicts of 1978-79 in Indochina” as a discursive frame 
of reference， and recalls being “haunted by the prospect of 
further full-scale war between the socialist states," linking the 
writing of the first edition of the book to what is specifically 
described as the twin inventions" of revolution and nationalism 
in “revolutionary-socialist states” （Anderson 1991: xi, 156; italics 
added). Zhao，however， abbreviates Anderson’s words and 
generalizes the context to arrive at the reading which suits his 
purpose: that nationalism, being “organically bound to the 
modern state，” is “always associated with war and genocide” 
(Zhao 1996: 30). Most importantly, while Anderson carefully
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guards himself with the nuanced statement that Hif nation-states 
are widely conceded to be ‘new’ and ‘historical，’ the nations to 
which they give political expression always loom out of an 
immemorial past” （1991: 11)， Zhao ignores an entire chapter on 
“cultural roots” and asserts that Anderson’s conception of 
nationality as a "cultural artefacf amounts to the claim that it is 
an invented “historical novelty” （1996: 29).
Such discursive reduction is, of course, familiar. The very 
insistence on seeing the emergence of nationalism as an 
historical accident presupposes, ironically, a conception of 
“homogeneous empty time” which denies the “simultaneity of 
past and future in an instantaneous present” and which， as 
Anderson points out, played a crucial role in the rise of 
nationalism (1991: 24). In other words, such insistence is part 
and parcel of the rationalizing modernist historicism Zhao is 
presumably critiquing. This is a crucial point. If it means anything 
that the association of modernist temporality with “homogeneous 
empty time” is taken from Walter Benjamin, then any attempt to 
go beyond this abstract temporality, this cornerstone of the 
modern nation-state, has to take into account Benjamin’s advice 
that the fissures in such temporality are to be sought neither in 
further abstraction into the pure play of difference nor in the 
w川ful rationality of historical explanation， but in a conception of 
the instantaneous now as pregnant with temporality, for which 
“novelty and eternity” would not be distinguished, for time is 
subject here to ,la form of remembrance (Eingedenken) which 
would not be merely backward-looking, but would contain within 
itself the seeds of a new futurity” （Osborne 1995: 142).
The implications of such uncanny temporality for the 
“democratic nation” are obvious. In Laclau and Mouffe’s 
formulation, radical democracy presupposes (<the recognition of 
the specificity the antagonisms constituted on the basis of 
different subject positions” （1985: 166)_ This autonomy of local, 
particularized space，moreover， is productive of a “plurality of 
subjects” which, defying “the category of ’subject’ as a unified 
and unifying essence” （1985: 181)， are engaged in “continuous 
negotiations that give rise to new hybrid identities and temporary 
blocs” （Smith 1998: 32)_ Such dispersed coexistence of 
autonomy and alterity would not be possible w ithout a 
temporality that allows incremental changes of the subject by
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acknowledging both repetition (continuity with the past) and 
novelty (developing into the future). By demonizing or 
essentializing any form of nationalism, one betrays this principle 
of hybrid subject positions and fails to honor past variations 
(which Anderson takes so much pains to elaborate) and to 
maintain future possibilities. Again， assigning all “cultural 
artefacts" to the dust bin of pure ideological fabrication precludes 
one important element of radical democracy, the ability to "think 
our own insertion into historicity, the fact that we are constructed 
as subjects through a series of already existing discourses, and 
that it is through this tradition which forms us that the world is 
given to us and all political action made possible" (Mouffe 1988: 
39). Here Ernst Bloch's response to Nazi fascism is instructive. 
Without ceasing to denounce its aberrations, he recognizes that 
fascism has been answering to certain human needs 
experienced by the German people which are inherited from the 
past and contain an “archaic emotional remnant”； catastrophe 
becomes inevitable when the progressive leftists fail to 
recognize and address this non-contemporaneous leftover, 
allowing it to be taken up by the National Socialists and turned 
into “bad Irratio” （Bloch 1991: 59f). In a typically Blochian move， 
recollections of the primitive past are not dismissed as the mere 
source of deception and occlusion but analyzed for the 
anticipatory glimmer of utopian energy: f,But nevertheless, in the 
rage of millions, in the landscape which has become archaic 
around them, there are also fields of a different Irratio here. 
Living and newly revived non-contemporaneities whose content 
is genuine, whose manifestations bring pagan rawness, Panic 
nature with them” （1991: 103). This folding of pastness and 
futurity into each other recalls the recurrence of type and anti­
type in Christian typology, definitely a far cry from the historicism 
of “homogeneous empty time.” It is such “vertical” layering of 
temporality, such openness to the uncanny alterity hidden 
behind the sutured flow of time, that allows one to speak of the 
finding of a certain “authenticity” even in fascism (Daniel 1997: 
54).
Otto Bauer, the Austrian Marxist, also invokes double 
(non-contemporaneous) temporality to explain the formation of 
national identity. He defines the nation as a community split 
between two conflicting processes:
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Every natural community is governed by the tendency of 
progressive differentiation. . . .  As in ancient times the Celts, 
Teutons and Slavs arose from a common ancestral stock, so the 
Germanic people necessarily split up into a number of 
independent peoples, and these too were immediately subject to 
the process of differentiation, in turn dividing over the centuries 
into various branches completely different from one another. 
History, however, shows that this process of differentiation was 
countered by an opposite process of unification. Thus the 
Germans of today are a nation in a quite different sense from in 
the Middle Ages. . . .  The unification of the tribes into a people 
cannot be conceived in terms of the natural facts of heredity, 
which can only explain the division of one people into segments, 
and never the creation of a nation from different tribes; this 
unification can only be conceived in terms of the effective 
influences of common culture. (Bauer 1996: 42f)
Bauer’s peculiar insight lies in the recognition of a sphere 
of heredity, and hence not merely of heredity but of “nature” in 
general, which can admittedly only be grasped through symbolic 
mediation but which still constitutes a separate temporality, a 
substrate of cultural significance where the persistent presence 
of the past, through sheer separateness, would open up 
“homogeneous empty tim e” to the random intrusions of 
Eingedenken.
Bowman argues that xenophobic nationalist fervor works 
by tapping into psychic formations installed by the infant's 
earliest entry into the symbolic, the violence of which is mirrored 
by, and provides fuel for, the violent scenarios with which the 
"antagonism of the nation's other" is represented (Bower 1997: 
141).The implication of this psychoanalytic account is, of course, 
that such pathological nationalism can be “cured” only by 
recognizing the split between the symbolic/imaginary and the 
real, and giving the latter a proper place, not by repressing or 
disavowing it but by allowing it to return to the subject in 
sublimated form, not as the unproblematic continuation of 
(fantasized) reality but as the destabilizing underside of the 
present, as a lterity from the past. Precisely such 
“supplementarity” in the (national) subject is pointed to both by 
the coexistence of autonomy and alterity in Laclau and Mouffe’s
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conception of radical democracy and by the double temporality 
proposed by Bauer’s theory of the nation.
Such sublimation is a form of mimeticism: the pitfalls of 
nationalism are to be avoided not by bringing about the mere 
death of the unitary subject, but by copying that death (the 
“death of the death of the subject”） and introducing alterity into 
the mimetic subject, allowing the unitary subject to cancel itself 
in a sort of pluralist universalization, of postmodern 
transcendence. In later works Laclau moves beyond the mere 
pluralization of subject positions and argues for a transformed 
subject, serenely singular if, and because, disembodied and 
empty: "If democracy is possible, it is because the universal has 
no necessary body and no necessary content; different groups, 
instead, compete between themselves to temporarily give to 
their particularisms a function of universal representation” 
(Laclau 1996: 35; see also Laclau and Zac 1994). And yet, as 
Taussig asks, l,Could it be that with disembodiment, presence 
expands?” （1997: 3) The magic of the state, indeed， is most 
powerful when “sign and substance， the state and the people” 
fuse (1997: 40). But mimesis being always imperfect 
(disembodied) copying, such fusion cannot be complete without 
becoming self-delusion. At the same time, it would be even more 
delusional to imagine that such magic will simply vanish into thin 
air when the progress of enlightened rationality sweeps away 
the dark myths of the “unitary subject■”
According to David Kaufman, Walter Benjam in’s 
conception of history appeals to nachtraglichkeit as a historical 
force which separates immanence as conformance with the 
existent from transfiguration as pursuit of the true. This 
separation, in turn, points to a Blochian utopian dimension, an 
underside of time where futuristic intimations of hope inhere in 
memories of the past. Thus, in the well-known elaboration of the 
chess-playing apparatus in Benjamin’s “Theses on the 
Philosophy of History,” “an ‘outmoded’ form of thought—the 
theological—comes into contact with the most modern and 
provides ciphers of a fulfilled future” （Kaufman 1997: 46). My 
proposal is that, by retaining the possibility of a transcending 
subject, dimly but crucially distinguished from its usual unitary 
conceptualization, one makes possible an analytic knowledge of 
this nachtraglichkeit, this double temporality. The possibility of
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catastrophe, of course, always accompanies such disembodied 
subjectiv ity， but it is precisely the point of Benjam in’s 
Messianism and Bloch's utopianism that, where there is possible 
catastrophe, there is also hope.
No Longer and Not Yet: “The Ancient Capital”
At first reading， “The Ancient Capital” seems to be 
characterized by a strongly defensive authorial stance which 
resists and even despises change, nostalgically valuing a time 
when the world was relatively stable and experience was 
steeped in sensual immediacy, a time when the sky, for 
example， “was much bluer” (Zhu 1997: 151). The simple plot of 
a journey undertaken by the narratee (referred to as “you” by the 
narrator) to ancient Kyoto to meet an old friend who eventually 
fails to show up serves as the occasion to bring up various 
reflections on contemporary Taiwan. These reflections 
repeatedly return to the contrast between a serenely perennial 
Kyoto and a Taipei catastrophically rendered uninhabitable by 
amnesiac modernization and persistent cultural impoverishment, 
highlighting the narrator/narratee’s discontent with her 
homeland: “when there is no irreplaceable thing in this land to 
detain its people, they will remain not willingly, but merely 
because there is no alternative … ” （199). Abandoning her usual 
postmodernizing stance, Zhu seems to be affirming attachment 
to a time when Taipei moved at a slower pace and provided a 
firmer ground for its inhabitants. This is the most conspicuous 
aspect of the work, and justifies readers who feel that, 
continuing her earlier expression of anxiety at being excluded 
from mainstream ethnicity (Qiu 1993; He 1994), Zhu is 
attempting to rebuild a more or less traditional cultural identity 
out of the ruins of annihilating relativism in post-martial law 
Taiwan (Chen 1998).
A closer look at the text, however, reveals several 
complications. For one thing, although memory is indeed an 
important theme and principle of organization in this work, a 
distinction still has to be made between memory and repetition. 
Ostensibly， memory consists in “traces of people’s lives” （Zhu 
1997: 187)， “bits and pieces of life you have lived,” which will 
lessen one’s fear of death by continuing to be present even
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when one is gone (195); the sensual immediacy of such fixtures 
of the past, however, turns out to be highly volatile. Even when 
there is continuity with older times, not all immediately present 
objects would enter positive memory: the narratee prefers a 
Kyoto temple to a Taoist counterpart in Taiwan not because the 
latter fails to preserve the past but because it does that too well: 
it never fails to confront her with ugly shelters, gambling, election 
campaigning, vendor promotions, and vulgar religious activities 
(208). The sensual immediacy of embodied memory, therefore, 
has always already been culturally mediated. Its particularity is 
subjectively real but elusive and actually replaceable: Kyoto is 
attractive not because it offers some blind particularity of 
experience, but because such experience is infused with 
secondary (and already universalized) cultural significance and 
is preserved in culturally significant ways. Here memory is not 
characterized by stability; on the contrary, it points to the 
anticipatory dimension of temporality: experience prefigures 
significance, and the past is fulfilled when, futuristically, it enters 
comparison or forms mutuality with something from the present. 
The preserved classical elegance of Kyoto is nothing if it cannot 
be transformed, again, on a future visit, into the immediacy of 
the present. A reversed, if not degenerate, variation of this mode 
of memory emerges when the text refers to the planting of 
geographically unfit trees or flowers uto provide consolation for 
homesick soldiers" (158), and, similarly, to hybridized city flora 
showing divergent war experiences, ethnic origins or political 
backgrounds of the residents (165, 186). Here we have a mode 
of preservation which changes the present to allow the past to 
continue, but the relationship of prefiguring (or, more precisely, 
postfiguring) still obtains. In all these cases, time itself is 
catastrophic because the distance between figure and fulfilment 
presupposes palpable forgetting and loss.
By contrast, a different kind of memory seems to 
characterize some other musings of the narrator. The ubiquitous 
use of historical dates and events associated with Taipei 
locations, for example, are strictly repetitions of symbolic 
mapping. The city stadium, for example, is said to have been 
"built in 1923 to celebrate the visit of the prince who was to 
become emperor Showa, later occupied by the American 
advisory group from the Seventh Reet, and recently used by the
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newly elected mayor on the Soccer Night to announce his new 
plans for the city" (190). Superficially, there is a simultaneity of 
different events from different points of time, but these being 
only disembodied events taken from documentary sources (the 
visit of the Japanese prince) or abridged most likely from news 
reports (the mayor’s announcement)， there is no development of 
cultural significance or personal affect, and such simultaneity 
amounts to nothing but a pastiche gathered from various points 
of “homogeneous empty time.” Preservation is not an issue with 
such evocations of the past; they present events which can 
always (and only) be reconstructed by acts of the imagination, 
and are therefore “indestructible” and non-catastrophic.
The "real" quotations alluding to cultural texts (foremost 
古都川端康成 among them Kbto, the Kyoto novel by Kawabata Yasunari) 
follow the same pattern. It has been observed that titular 
allusions in other stories in the collection The Ancient Capital 
"abstract [the titles] from the original literary/cultural context to 
produce empty signifiers, to be fitted to new meanings and 
interpretations deemed by the author to be important. After such 
rewriting, new content replaces old text, and these titles become 
really names without substance” （Yang 1998). The same 
rewriting animates the allusions of “The Ancient Capital■” Each 
quotation produces a new twist on the meaning of the quoted 
text, further removing it from the original context. Kawabata’s 
“elegiac” projection of a Kyoto rapidly disappearing amid the 
ruthless Americanization of postwar Japan (Moriyasu 1989: 76), 
for example, is completely lost in Zhu Tianxin's appropriation. 
One may argue that some of this projection is transported to 
Taipei, but again, in contrast with Kawabata's Kyoto which is 
“infused with the sensuous beauty of nature,” Zhu Tianxin’s 
Taipei “carries political implications in every flower and every 
plant" (Yang 1998). The fact that such allusions become major 
organizing devices in the work indicates that underneath the 
nostalgic clinging to the past, there is an important layer of 
meaning produced predominantly by repetition or refiguration 
(changing, emptying, appropriating the past). Such refiguration, 
too， produces “indestructible” objects: the original texts are 
evacuated of meaning, turned into ^homogeneous^empty" 
pretexts.
Thus, memory is either catastrophic or non-catastrophic in
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叮he Ancient Capital.” Following Ernst Bloch’s terminology， we 
may say that the firs t kind of memory is anagnorisis 
(recognition), and the second kind anamnesis (recollection). 
Anagnorisis asserts that ((the new is never completely new for us 
because we bring with us something to measure it by. We 
always relate what we find to earlier experience or to an image 
we have of it." Anamnesis, on the other hand, ^provides the 
reassuring evidence of complete similarity” by claiming that “we 
have knowledge only because we formerly knew" (Landmann 
1975: 178). Thus the enumeration of historic associations or the 
unfolding of textual variations in 'The Ancient Capital1 preserves 
the location or the original text by registering its Platonic 
primordiality: it assigns all difference to the phenomenal 
vagrancy of interpretation or historical contingency, thereby 
reducing the historical object to simple presence (as an “empty 
signifier") in the imaginary continuity of anamnesis. The 
fulfilment of cultural significance in the lived memories of Kyoto 
and Taipei, on the other hand, shows a now time (a Benjaminian 
Jetztzeit) endowed with (ithe infinite capacity of reopening a past 
which the ‘science of history’ claimed to be over and done with” 
(Buci-Glucksmann 1994: 67).
Thus we observe a double movement in the text: on the 
one hand, the demand for the elimination of change to preserve 
the experience of material presence becomes a pretext to 
escape fixated materiality and project the possibility of 
qualitative leaps in and out of time; on the other, the 
“postmodern” free play of textual and intertextual collations turns 
into highly tautological repetitions of empty but impregnable 
signifiers punctuating homogeneous time with something close 
to the “dogmatic stupidity” of Kripkean “rigid designators” （as 
discussed in 之ifek 1989: 89-95). To understand the meaning of 
this double movement, we have to look at the final scene where 
the narratee returns to Taipei and, after walking around the 
center of the city pretending to be a Japanese tourist with a 
“colonial map” in her hand， comes to a ghettoized neighborhood 
by the river. Having somehow lost her map on the way here, the 
narratee is no longer marked by anything visible as an intruding 
stranger; yet she still feels the hostility of the local people, 
imagining that they know her as (and that she is indeed) a 
“foreigner” （232)， that they may even be seriously considering
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cooking her for meals. Prior to this point, the text has made 
repeated and progressively modified references to “Peach 
Blossom Spring," a story about ancient settlers who survived war 
by hiding in a secluded place, never to have contact with the 
outside world again for the next few centuries. Now the narrator 
refers to the story for the last time, comparing the umheimlich 
Taipei neighborhood to the Spring settlement and attributing the 
hostility of the insiders to the fact that they, like the descendents 
of the Peach Blossom Spring settlers, are living in a fossilized 
world cut off from centuries of change.
This is an enigmatic turn, and the problem exceeds that of 
stylistic strenuousness. A puzzled Zhu Tianxin fan and fellow 
second generation "military dependent," for example, complains 
of the spiteful malice of the final pages of the novella and 
attributes it to “desperate anger” （Shan 1997). In the original 
story, the Spring is a utopian place, a remnant of the artless, 
peaceful past lost to the guileful people of the present. In fact, 
some earlier references in “The Ancient Capital” maintain this 
sense and seem to be comparing the Spring to Kyoto, using 
both to refer to a generalized lost world to which one is trying to 
return but which has been usurped by flashy stores (Zhu 1997: 
191), unpoetic highways (200f), or something the narratee does 
not even want to know (226). Following this usage, it would 
seem to be natural if one reads the final scene as the 
intensification of temporal usurpation: the narratee realizes not 
only that the cherished home of the past is irretrievably gone, 
but that she herself has become a total stranger in the 
degenerate present. What the text presents, however, is 
something more complicated than simple vindictive nostalgia. In 
earlier references, for example, the return to the past is 
obstructed by fickle commercialism or restless modernization. 
Here, in contrast, the place is doomed to a stable but culturally 
stagnant life by its inability to change. The added dimension of 
ethnic implications is also derived from this new stress on fixed 
primordiality. The idyllic model of the Spring has turned into a 
source of ethnic enmity, an emblem of the closed mind. The 
enmity, on the other hand, need not be a projection of the 
narrator’s (and by implication the author’s) prejudice. An earlier 
reference has explicitly compared the stagnant life in the^Spring 
community to the life of the “provincial aliens” who have been
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stranded (by the war of the nationalists with the communists) on 
the island, in the same way as Japanese spirits, abandoned by 
their defeated compatriots, were left to roam this foreign place 
forever (220). The final scene contains a flashback in which, 
years ago, the narratee came to a neighborhood similar to the 
one at hand, and was also treated as an outsider; here, too, it is 
mentioned that the narratee “grew up in a neighborhood like 
this" (232). Certainly, other details of the riverside neighborhood 
suggest that this may not be a “dependents’ compound，” but at 
least the place is ethnically ambiguous, even promiscuous, a 
type embracing multiple models, a peculiar narrative device 
known from the author’s earlier works (see Huang 1997: 246-50) 
and now intensified by added heterogeneity.
Thus a full reading would reveal a crossover in the final 
scene in which the two threads of the double movement 
mentioned above shift into each other. On the one hand, the 
demand for preservation fails to escape fixated materiality and 
degenerates into a “rigid designator” of ethnicity which is no 
longer empty but is filled with blind territorial anxiety. This is a 
cultural radicalization of Bauer’s thesis that heredity 
differentiates. On the other hand, the free play of textual 
allusiveness, failing to remain tautological, becomes a means to 
project possible qualitative leaps which are actually trapped here 
within textual virtuality but which still seem to open up the 
installation of fixed meanings by introducing ambiguity and 
indeterminacy. This is a caricature of the common culture which, 
according to Bauer，unifies. The narratee “weeps” at the end 
(233) because this situation is alienating and unsatisfactory, 
because the two threads of the double movement are crossed 
and become mingled, resulting in the intrusion of the empty 
signifier into the realm of affects, and the locking up of embodied 
experience in disembodied meaning.
Because the narratee here is disguised as a “foreigner,” 
and because the Spring community has been repeatedly 
associated with ethnic closure, the dystopian vision of such 
textual incest points not only to the fear of historical fossilization 
but to that of the total assimilation of difference in national and 
ethnic rigidity. This is, however, not the kind of claustrophobia 
found by some in Zhu’s earlier writings (see Qiu 1993)， but a 
dystopian representation of, on the one hand, pathological
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national homogeneity and, on the other, the hollowing out of 
heterogeneous ethnicity by imprisoning it within the textual 
composite. Out of this catastrophic vision, the concluding 
quotation emerges, strangely transformed into a touching 
invocation of an imaginary national “thing”： “Ocean of grace, 
island beautiful, truly sustaining the grand mandate of our 
ancestral kings and people" (323). Without ceasing to be an 
instance of empty repetition, the quotation calls forth, indeed 
embodies, a dimension of hope by separating itself, again, from 
corporeal rigidity, from the entanglements of the diegetic reality, 
indeed from the very “body” of the story, no longer purely 
symbolic cultural heritage but enriched by a sublimated real. The 
point is clear: the national imaginary (and the national symbolic) 
must be opened up to the real, to its irrational, alien underside, 
but must be kept separated from it to maintain a salutary space 
of sublimation. Separate but in solidarity; this is also the point of 
Kawabata’s novel: the twin sisters， having met each other, must 
go separate ways (qtd. 210), not out of any need to abide by any 
existential indulgence in incongruity but with a sense of hopeful 
illumination and "graceful being" which would "turn despair into 
possibility” （Kubota 1969: 254-57). In the novella, refigurations of 
the past are indeed indicative of the "imaginary" (fabricated) 
nature of the past (Zhang 1997; Yang 1998); but at the same 
time, this fictionality has to be distinguished from, in order to be 
supplemented by, the discourse of continuity and objectal 
presence inscribed in the narratee's clinging to the past. The 
particularity of such clinging both opposes and aspires to the 
generality of the symbolic/imaginary. To solve this quandary, one 
has to invoke what Benjamin calls “dictatorial power” （1977: 65), 
which then has to be subjected, for sublimation and mediation, 
to pluralist universalization and turned into abstract transcending 
subjectivity. Hope here inheres in the drive of history toward 
incongruities, which always promise to bring about, not 
poststructuralist revelry in heterogeneity, but the catastrophic 
encounter between the subject and its own unfulfilled desires.
Otto Bauer conceives the nation not as engaged in the 
struggles of “rigid bodies that knock against each other in 
space,” but as “a process,” a reflection of historical struggles 
themselves (Bauer 1996: 60f). This formulation allows us to see 
that the emergence of a transcending perspective in the
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reference to “island beautiful” at the end of “The Ancient Capital” 
points to a process through which the internal ethnic (and other) 
differences of the island nation will be worked out, a process for 
which the primary concern is the formal requirement that the two 
temporalities, pertaining to the heimlich and the umheimlich 
respectively, are kept separate, not as mutually oblivious forces 
no longer in contact with each other, but as equal parts of an 
image figuring a wholeness which is not yet.
Disembodied Replicas: The City Where the 
Blood-Red Bat Descended
Like llThe Ancient Capital)), The City Where the Blood-Red 
Bat Descended is also an attempt to sum up decades of social 
and political experience in Taiwan as a register of the perverse 
aberrations of modernity. Chronologically the publication of the 
novel precedes that of the novella by more than one year (the 
novel was serialized before being published in book form), but I 
deal with it last because it is the more “difficult” text of the two. 
The rich, indeed encyclopedic, display of textual virtuosity in 
“The Ancient Capital” is sometimes bewildering， and the 
meaning is persistently elusive, but the novella never fails to 
provide alternate ways for the reader to close in on, or at least 
circle around, its affective core. The City, on the other hand, 
seems to be committed to unadulterated discursive austerity and 
at the same time is problematized by a narrative digressiveness 
precariously working its way across major textual breaks and 
plot twists. What we have learned from the novella, therefore, 
will provide helpful pointers as to how to proceed with this 
ascetically stochastic novel.
The central assumptions shaping the world of the novel 
are clearly derived from certain varieties of pentecostalism, 
mentioned briefly in the author’s prefatory expose as the “recent” 
successor to Lutheran Protestantism (Song 1996: xxf; see also 
Li 2000). Indeed, the text opens with real intimations of cosmic 
catastrophe, an open clash between worldly order and its 
diabolical adversaries, complete with the same kind of body 
snatching as represented in the “b ib le” of “third wave” 
pentecostalism, Frank Peretti"s 1986 novel This Present 






describes how political corruption brings about a series of 
meteorological anomalies, culminating in a strange incident in 
which the train station of City A, the city referred to in the title of 
the novel, is first filled with bats and then literally borne away by 
them to an unknown location. It turns out that the congregation 
of bats has been led by a Satanic giant red bat, who has taken 
over the body of Peng Shaoxiong, a prominent figure of 
organized crime in the human world of the city. Having become 
one with the bat, Peng wins the mayoral election through a 
demonic tweaking of events. Tang Tianyang, formerly the new 
mayor’s teacher and now storekeeper and Christian healer, 
seeks help from Elijah Xue, a missionary revealed to him in a 
dream vision. Xue has learned about the bat, an ancient 
adversary of the Holy Spirit, from his English mentor, and has 
fought the bat earlier in his career using the star-shaped leaf, a 
talisman left by a seventeenth-century heretic Jesuit from Spain. 
Xue, accompanied by Tang and Axing, his own disciple, 
surprises the mayor and wounds the bat in him. The three men 
then follow the bat into the mountains, find the abducted train 
station, and release it from enchantment. Xue ascends to 
heaven; and the mayor, having lost his dark powers, is later 
killed in a car crash while fleeing from police in pursuit.
The novel shares one prominent feature with “The Ancient 
Capital": almost all the major events, places, characters are 
overshadowed by specters from the past. Peng Shaoxiong’s 
campaign headquarters, for example, is bathed in a ghostly 
atmosphere because it was once a prison where many died in 
an uprising (Song 1996: 77f). The bat itself was seen and 
recorded in 1668 in South America (280), and was sighted 
around City A at catastrophic moments: during the Japanese 
invasion, after the 1947 massacre (276f, 285, 374f), and now 
around the time when Peng is elected mayor. Most importantly, 
all the people who stand up to fight the possessed mayor have 
been introduced to occult arts primarily by undergoing 
miraculous soteriological experiences. In particular, the three 
local sorcerers who are defeated by the bat in the “dharma wars” 
of the second chapter have been down-trodden sufferers before 
they were revived from death or severe illness and acquired 
psychic powers (37ff, 57, 75f). Furthermore, both Tang and 
Axing have, at critical or life-threatening moments, looked at
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their own bodies from the eyes of a floating spirit (108, 266). 
Even the sheriff of the city, who fights the bat with human 
equipment, has at one time been magically cured of terminal 
tuberculosis (20f). This preoccupation with experiences of rebirth 
is repeated in the structure of narration which gives full, 
disruptive attention to biographical and topographical details 
associated with each person, event, or place, resulting in a 
digressive pattern which, most probably, have aggravated 
complaints about its aesthetic “crudeness” from more 
conservative readers (as reported in Wang 1996). Death and 
rebirth, of the body and of narrative continuity, seem to have 
become magical replicas, images of threshold experience 
intended to force living things to “release their significance”; 
these are instances of the kind of representation which “shares 
in or takes power from the represented'5 (Taussig 1993: 1 f)— 
and what is being represented here if not the threshold marking 
the real-world onset of social and environmental catastrophe, 
the return of the umheimlich, of a place for the specter whose 
disembodied eyes Song is trying to transport us to?
77?e of course, adopts a “third-person indirect” 
approach to the representation of the past, which is very 
different from the textualized， symbolic invocations of “The 
Ancient Capital." But the same concerns animate the movement 
of both works. The narratee of “The Ancient Capital” watches 
her own metaphorical death when “traces” of her past life are 
erased from Taipei (Li 1999). Similarly, The City appeals to the 
world of spirits and demonic powers to elicit a transcending 
space of disembodied consciousness separated from non- 
catastrophic temporality in the same way as life is separated 
from death. When the threshold is crossed and this 
(counter)space takes over, a certain “expansion” accrues to the 
disembodied presence of the past, literally endowing the 
characters with intimate knowledge of the realm of the occult. 
Most of these survivors become healers or social workers, trying 
to use their access to occult forces to redress social injustice 
and human suffering. Surprisingly, the crooked mayor has been 
subjected to the same pattern of experience: before he 
reappeared and became a big shot, he was known to have been 
found dead after he escaped from prison and fell into a pit in the 
mountains. Apparently he was then possessed by the giant bat
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whose foul smell had driven fellow fugitives away, and who now 
gave him a second life enhanced with Satanic powers (377f, cf. 
160). A distinction, therefore, seems to have been made 
between two forms of the magical. On the one hand, there is 
good magical intervention which seeks to reconnect the 
sufferings of the past with a desire to change the unjust or 
unhappy present, as if in belated compensation for a happiness 
lost in irrevocable remoteness. On the other hand, there is the 
bad overflow of the magical which fails to maintain the proper 
sublimatory distance and collapses the two temporalities by re­
materializing spiritual agency with the possessed body.
Between these two forms of double temporality, there is 
only a fine line. Both forms consist in catastrophic intrusions of 
the past into the present. Indeed the Satanic powers of the bat 
thrive on visualized memories of past atrocities (sometimes 
inflected into future projections): Peng Shaoxiong has the ability 
to call forth enchanted scenes from the past (84), and when the 
exorcists enter the train station which has been "abducted" and 
relocated to a deserted place in the mountains, visions of 
historical events appear before their eyes, not abstract 
documentary names or statements in the style of Zhu Tianxin’s 
historical anamnesis, but concrete scenes, "Satan's memories 
and imaginings,” representing first indigenous people starved to 
death by ancient Chinese settlers (307) and then a desolate 
future City A half submerged under heavy floods (309). Here the 
Satanic imaginary is distinguished from its benevolent 
counterpart by its blind repetition of past catastrophes, which 
projects colonial inhumanity and ecological disaster as equal 
variations of Satan’s devilish will. What is projected by such rigid 
refigurations of the past cannot be mere symbolic simultaneity 
and empty iterativeness; the real point is that it is conflated with 
regressive agency in the real world and trapped in the same kind 
of hereditary sameness and reified primordiality which we have 
observed in Zhu's riverside neighborhood. When the distance 
between the two temporalities is eliminated, “the will overpowers 
the body，” and “murderous catastrophe” ensues (281).
At the same time, we also find what is to be expected, the 
other side of the crossover: the locking up of embodied 
experience in falsely catastrophic homogeneity. To explain this 
point, however, we have to further consider Peng Shaoxiong as
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a character. Peng is different from most of his angelic opponents 
in not having had a particularly troubled early life other than his 
involvement in crime. Traumatic experience, for others a very 
personal link with transcending alterity, is for Peng, if existent at 
all, merely a way to precipitate abstract intellectual 
understanding and to justify an equally abstract realpolitik in the 
give-and-take of the crime world. Thus without being incited by 
any apparent personal interest or biographical discontent, Peng 
talks about the “death of the subject，” a principle he learned from 
Tang Tianyang in private philosophy classes. Here the Satanic 
philosopher considers himself Nietzsche’s disciple， and prefers 
Nagarjuna's doctrine of emptiness to Derridean deconstruction 
(157ff). He commits himself to the absolute will to power and 
models himself on Nagarjuna who "without ceasing to be a 
monk， acted as military adviser and waged great wars” and 
therefore was worthy of the name of a true believer in the 
“philosophy of action” （159f). Obviously Song Zelai is using 
Peng to stage a philosophical simulation of the “disease of 
nihilism” which, in Song’s diagnosis, is the main source of the 
social and environmental breakdown faced not only by present- 
day Taiwan but by the global community (Lin 1997). Peng's 
understanding of the philosophers is challenged by Tang 
Tianyang: Nietzsche and Nagarjuna have not "gone all the way," 
and only the Buddha’s doctrine of non-self can claim to be “real 
nihilism”： the realm of nirvana “exceeds all worldly phenomena， 
and because there is radical nihilism, there is also sacrifice and 
compassion for worldly beings . . (160). The exchange, of
course, is fruitless: Peng cannot be persuaded by any verbal 
reasoning. But the point is clear: to place the world of affect and 
will in the rationalized field of emptiness introduces content into 
that very emptiness, which then becomes an alibi enabling 
philosophical understanding, and with it the motor of 
transformative renewals and qualitative leaps, to remove itself 
from effectivity in the real world, leaving it to the blind will to will. 
Paradoxically， the “death of the subject，” insofar as its purpose is 
to eliminate hierarchy and oppression, is really possible only 
when a transcending field of “metadeath” is brought into being 
through the “death of the death of the subject，” allowing death as 
the double of rebirth to return to its true place, the place of 
catastrophic shock and fulfilment. Similarly, active intervention is
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really possible only when the field of emptiness maintains its 
radical separation from the world, so that suffering and injustice 
would not be assimilated into nihilist indifference but would live 
on in empty literality and remain available to anagnorisis and 
catastrophic intervention.
Further confirmation of this principle is provided by the last 
chapter of the novel. The text of this chapter consists in a (rather 
unscholarly) course paper written by a member of the Peng clan, 
a college student majoring in history. It ties up (half-heartedly) 
loose ends left by earlier chapters, and presents a sympathetic 
account of Peng Shaoxiong's life as a normal, intelligent person, 
now deprived of Satanic powers and vexed by a crime empire 
he has helped grow out of proportion. Eventually he becomes 
involved in a military acquisition scam (obviously modeled on 
real life cases), and is overtaken by corruption and power 
struggle originating from other sectors of the island nation and 
beyond his, and probably Satan's, understanding. It is stated 
that the Peng clan, descending from ancestors who had to fight 
constantly for survival, has historically been closely associated 
with crime and government repression, and has therefore 
antagonized all other local clans (365f). Indeed, the Peng 
settlement has become “the Sicily of Taiwan，” a “human habitat 
more than two hundred years old” with its peculiar “soil，climate， 
and precipitation，” and has been binding Peng Shaoxiong to 
itself with a “hidden cord”(330f). When Peng is killed, clan 
members suspect conspiracy against them (or in any case 
against their protector) and, unlike other citizens who rejoice, are 
filled with anger and vengeful spite. Without thorough knowledge 
of the facts such as are required by the present scholarly 
assignment, it is said, the writer of the paper would never have 
overcome such blinding hatred as shared among the members 
of the clan (330).
Here Song Zelai seems to be offering an almost too simple 
solution to cultural particularity: too much ethnicity is dangerous 
and may lead to violence and irrational hatred, but its 
primordiality must still be respected, though not without first 
being subjected to shared reason and enlightenment (instanced 
by the research assignment). The similarity of the Peng clan to 
Zhu Tianxin’s riverside neighborhood，however, alert台 us to 
profounder levels of meaning. It has to be remembered that
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Peng Shaoxiong shares many things with his opponents; 
indeed, when all is said, he is still the best student Tang 
Tianyang ever had. As with the riverside neighborhood, what 
matters is not really how the dark forces of particularity are to be 
contained or resolved by the light of reason and civilization, but 
how the two sides are to be articulated with each other: whether 
there is dedifferentiation between the rational and the irrational 
leading to the short circuiting of the catastrophic and the non- 
catastrophic, or, conversely, the setting up and maintaining of a 
sublimatory space between the two temporalities to effect the 
separation of the imaginary and the symbolic from the real and 
to make room for the formation of agency and desire. Ethnic 
particularity here is not to be treated as a necessary evil, a 
burden to be tolerated and monitored closely lest it relapse into 
pathology. Indeed, the Peng clan participates in, but has not 
been independently responsible for creating either the earlier 
colonial repression or the present “nihilism” of the surrounding 
society. With due sublimation, there is no reason why the forces 
of ethnic particularity, like the sufferings of the past associated 
with each of the defenders of humanity, cannot become a 
source, indeed the source, of redemptive hope.
Hope in Time
It has been said that l,a world of nation states is a world of 
states built to maintain past ideals, where change is limited to 
that necessary for their survival, a world structured against 
‘change for the sake of change”’ （Treanor 1997: para. 1_3). The 
question will always be asked: can this clinging to the past, then, 
produce anything positive? Most importantly, what does it 
contribute to the “democratic nation”？ In our reading of “The 
Ancient Capital," we have seen that such clinging to the past 
may express a desire to participate in the present. In other 
words, what the past offers is not some fabulous frozen image 
steeped in atavistic irrationality, an immutable world to 
consecrate and fantasize about, but the possibility to enter 
mutual renewal with the present. Indeed, whenever memory 
moves toward the “irrational” （and away from the “intentional”), 
we have reason to suspect that it has an unanticipated, 
involuntary underside, a dream memory which “confounds
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linearity, disrupts temporality” and “inclines towards discovering 
utopian potentiar' (Leslie 1999: 68). The City Where the Blood- 
Red Bat Descended attributes the cause of impending doom to 
both an external source, a permanently present Satan, and an 
internal source, the human evil of the present, which Satan 
incites, enlarges and uses for its own end. Since catastrophe 
strikes only in the present, in the form of the totally new, and 
since hope implies the presence of some proleptic continuity 
which would detract from such instantaneous disruption, there is 
always a sense in which any hope for catastrophic redemption 
would have to reveal the disruptive new as “quilted” by a 
continuation of the very old. Here the past may become a rich 
source of reversals, an archive of the old (Satan, the Holy Spirit, 
and other local deities) which may yet enter repetition as 
intervention in the new.
“Home， soil and nation，” as Bloch observes apropos of his 
time, (<are such objectively raised contradictions of the traditional 
to the capitalist Now, in which they have been increasingly 
destroyed and not replaced” （1991: 109). In the context of 
radical democracy, a return to "the traditional" cannot mean the 
hardening of an open past into a non-empty “rigid designator” of 
the present, a touchstone of repressive homogeneity. But neither 
can we abandon such human embeddedness in the particular 
and in the past to Satanic or fascist appropriation. Even the most 
straightforward kind of nostalgia is in part driven by a utopian 
impulse which would connect it, however obliquely, with real 
history as history of the oppressed and would give it a culturally 
productive cutting edge. In this sense, continuity and community 
are legitimate human concerns and possible, even rich, sources 
of resistance.
In this age of globalization, where universal postmodern 
dehistoricization is accompanied, and confounded, by renewed 
engagement with cultural heritage (the popularity of 
pentecostalism itself being part of this countercurrent), it is 
particularly apt to invoke figures of distantiation such as 
continuity and disruption, community and difference, catastrophe 
and hope, and use the semantic distance between the polarized 
terms as the very connecting zone which in separation gives rise 
to interdependence and mutual reversibility. For Paul Virilio, 
globalization is nothing but Virtualization," the globalization of
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time by instantaneity which brings about the leveling of 
temporality: "Everything now happens within the perspective of 
real time: henceforth we are deemed to live in a ‘one-time-
system’” （Virilio 1995). A return to particularity would be an 
effective way to prevent real catastrophe in this uncanny world, 
but only if a distance, both temporal and spatial, is maintained 
as the guarantee of reversibility, so that history would not be 
prematurely “smashing into the wall of time” （Oliveira 1995)， but 
would instead provide a breathing space, a virtuality more 
radical than that of telecommunications, in which cultural 
heritage would be freed from fixated embodiment and regain its 
foundations in catastrophic openness, becoming a way to out- 
new the new, to disembody and symbolically manage real shock 
by mirroring it in a world of empty mimetic replicas. This is how 
catastrophe became, for Walter Benjamin, lfa process of thought 
and representation revealing the archaeological foundations of 
modernity” （Buci-Glucksmann 1994: 66). This is also the way 
some redemptive hope is preserved in the catastrophic worlds of 
<(The Ancient Capitar1 and The City Where the Blood-Red Bat 
Descended.
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